Introduction
The multiple Wiener integral with respect to an additive process with stationary independent increments plays a fundamental role in the study of the flow derived from that additive process and also in the study of nonlinear prediction theory. Many results on the multiple Wiener integral have been obtained by N. Wiener [14] , [15] , K. 1to [5] , [6] , and S. Kakutani [8] by various techniques. The main purpose of our paper is to give an approach to the study of the multiple Wiener integral using reproducing kernel Hilbert space theory.
We will be interested in stationary processes whose sample functions are elements in E* which is the dual of some nuclear pre-Hilbert function space E. For such processes we introduce a definition of stationary process which is convenient for our discussions. This definition, given in detail by section 2, definition 2.1, is a triple P = (E*, ji, {Tt}), where i is a probability measure on E* and {Tt} is a flow on the measure space (E*, ,g) derived from shift transformations which shift the arguments of the functions of E.
In order to facilitate the discussion of the Hilbert space L2 = L2(E*, ,), we shall introduce a transformation r defined by the following formula: (1. ) (TO (t) = fE*ei(-')(x)A(dx) for (p e L2, where (*, *) denotes the bilinear form of x E E* and t E E. This transformation r from L2 to the space of functionals on E is analogous to the ordinary Fourier transform. By formula (1.1) and a requirement that T should be a unitary transformation, 3_ r(L2(E*, A)) has to be a Hilbert space with reproducing kernel C(t-7), (7, 1) e E X E, where C is the characteristic functional of the measure ju defined by (1.2) C(t) = fE ei(x.Vy(dx), e E. The first task in section 2 will be to establish the explicit correspondence between L2 and i.
Another concept which wN-e shall initroduce in section 2 is a group G(P) associated with a stationary process P. Conisider the set of all linear transformations {g} oni E satisfying the conditions that (1.3) (i) (C(gq) = (1(t) for-every A e 1, anid (ii) that g be a homeoniorphisin on E.
Obviously the collection G(P) of all such g's forms a group witlh respect to tlle operationi (9g12)g = g1(g20). The collection G(P) includes not only shift tralnsformations Sh,, h real, defined by (1.4) (S,h) (t) = (t-), but also some other tranisformations dependinig on thle form of the characteristic functionial. An interestinig subclass of stationiary processes is the class of processes with independent values at every point (Gelfaiid and Vilenkin [4] ). Sections 4-6 will be devoted to discussions of some typical such processes. Roughly speaking they are the stationary processes obtained by subtractinig the mean functions from the derivatives with respect to time of additive processes with independent stationary increments. In these cases the independence at every point can be illustrated rather clearly ill the space f by using a direct l)roduct decomposition of it in the sense of J. von Neumann [10] . Furthermore, because of the particulal form of the characteristic functionial, we can easily get an infiniite direct sumNl decomposition of i: (1.5) i= E (03
71=0
Each n,, appearinig in the last expression is iiivariant under every 7,,, g e G(P) defined by (1.6) (Vgf)(0) = f(gN), f E i, that is, V,(5) C it, for every g e G(P). With the aid of these two different kinds of decompositions, we shall investigate S, and discuss certaini ap)plications.
In section 5, we shall consider Gaussian white noise, although many of the results are already knowni. To us, it is the most fundamenital example of a stationary process. Here the subspace iT" corresponds to the multiple Wienier integral introduced by K. 1to [5] and also to Wiener's homogeneous chaos of degree n. Kakutanii [7] expressed the subspace of L2(E*, A) corresponding to 5:, in terms of the product of Hermite polynomials in L2. These results are important in the determination of the spectrum of the flow -'T,, of Gaussian white noise. It should be noted that the L2 space for this process enijoys properties similar to those of L2(S', <) over an n-dimensionial sphere S, with the uniform probability measure ',. As is mientionied by H. Yosizawa (oral communication), the multiple Wicner integral plays the role of spherical harmoniies in L2(S", 0-n); for example, { §, V,g e G(P),-is ani irreducible represelntationi of the group G(P). This suggests that one should consider certain aspects of the theory which are analogous to the analysis oll the finite dimensional sphere. This is done by H. Yosizawa and others (oral communication).
We will also discuss the Hilbert space i arisinig from Poisson white noise hlich is aniother fundamental examlple of a stationiary process (sectioll 6).
Finially we will show thai otur' approach is apl)licable to the study of geileralized white nioise anid eveii to ani arbitrary se(lueniec of inidepenidenit identically distributed ranidom variables. Further discussionis, such as the detailed proofs of the theorems stated in this paper anid certaini of the applications of this work, will appear elsewhere.
We would like to express our deel) tlhaniks to Professor J. W. V'ani -Ness for his help inl prel)arillg the manuscript.
Definitions and preparatory considerations
Before defininig the term stationiary process let us first iintroduce some niotationi.
Let E be a real niuclear p)re-Hilbert space. Deniote the inniier product by (-, *); it, determinles the iiorm 11-11 Let H be the comnpletioii of E ini the lnorm 11-11 anld E* be the dual of E. Thell by the usual idenitificationi H* = H for Hilbert spaces, we have the following relationi: E C H C E*.
Let 6W= 6=(1W*) be the a-algebra genierated by all cylinder sets in E*. If C(t), E E , is a conltiniuous positive definlite funietionial with C(O) = [4] ).
In wvhat follows we shall deal onily with the case ini which E is a subset of RT, vhere lt is the field of real niumbers anid T is the additive group of real liumbers or oiie of its subgroups. Every elemenit of E theni has a coordiniate representation Q= ((t), t e T). For Having introduced these definitions, we begin our investigation of stationary processes. For conveniience, we assume the following throughout the remainder of the paper. AsSUMPTION 2.1. There exists a system {,nj} n = l, t'n E E, which forms a complete orthonormal system in H.
For the measure space, (E*, 63, 1A), associated with a stationary process, we can form the Hilbert space L2 = L2(E*, ,A) of all square summable complexvalued functioins with the inner product (2.5) This can be proved by usinig the uniqueness theorem for Fourier inverse transform (for detailed proof, see Prohorov [13] In connection with G(P) we can consider a group G*(P) of linear transformations g* acting on E* as follows: (2.12) G*(P) = {g*; g*x e E* for every x E E*, (g*x, t) = (x, gt) holds for every x e E* with g c G(P)}. From the definition we can easily prove lemma 2.3. LEMMA 2.3. The collection G*(P) is a group with respect to the operation (2.13) (gl92)x = gl*(g*2x).
Also, (2.14)
(g*)-l = (g-')* REMARK 2.1. Detailed discussions concerning G(P) and G*(P) will appear elsewhere. For the related topics oII such groups we would like to refer to M. G.
Krein [9] .
By (1.3) (i), it can be proved that every g* e G*(P) is measure preserving; that is, ,u(d(g*x)) = ,u(dx). Hence, by the usual method, we can define a unitary operator V0* acting on L2(E*, ,u) by (2.15) (Vg*so)(x) = P(g*x), g* e G*(P),
Obviously, {VO*; g* E G*(P)} and {VO; g E G(P)} form groups of unitary operators on L2(E*, ,u) and a, respectively.
We now have the following relation between V,p and VO, (2.17) (r(V0*9'))(0) = V"-i(r<)Q()), 
where C-} deniotes the subspace spaniiied by elemenits writteni in the biracket.
Then we can easily plove the followinig prop)osition.
and (2.24)
hol(Is, theen P = (E*, u, -Tt, ) is called purely nondeterwiinistic.
This definiition was giveni by M. Nisio [12] for the case where E* is ani ordiniary funcetioni space. By definition and propositioni 2.1, P is purely nondetermiiistic if anid onily if
WA'e are inow in a position to develop certaini basic concepts relative to stationary processes. We would like to emphasize the imnportance of a stationiary process with independent values at every point. DEFINITION 2.6 (Gelfanid anid Vilenkin [4] ). A stationiary process P (E*, A, {T,}) will be called a process with independent ralues at every point if its characteristic functional C(s), t e E, satisfies (2.27) 
Sinice P is a stationiary process with indep)endent values al every point, wve have
k-1 k=l foi aiy w with suppl) () C T,. However,f,,() has to be zero sinice
Thus, f(t) = 0. If f n XteT W*(t), thell f(0) = 0 for every t with supp (t) C Tr for every t. Henice, we lhave J'(.) = 0.
Now w\N-e cani proceed to the anialysis of thle L2(E*, i1) space arisilng fromii a stationiary process P with independent values at every point. First, we discuss polynlomials oni E*. The ftuncetioii expressed in the form (2.31) sP
where P is a polynomial of n variables withI complex coefficienits, is called a polynomial oii E*. If P is of degree p, we say that y¢(x) is p-th degree polynomial, anid if, in particular, P is homogeneous, we say the same of r.
T'hrloughout the remiainlder of this sectioni we shall assumlie the following" . ASSUNIPTION 2.2. 7'he foliowing conditions hold:
(i) | Iox )PI,i(dx) < X for c G E and eve(ry integer p > 1,
, (., t)A(dx) = Ofor e,very t e E.
AW'itlh these assumiiptionis we see that the set ,1I of all polynomials oni E,* forms a linlear miianiifol(d of L2. Consequently, T(M) = eT(p); A e M} is defined anid T(ilI) C i. converges and the sum is equal to exp {i(x, t)}. Hence, The proof of the formilula (3.6) is as follows:
= n! i,X,C(X; a2).
More genierally, we have (3s.8) {i ( E aJII,(.; a2))} (A) = (,( ai,a,X'X) C(x: a.2). This is proved as follows:
XGS. m-0O
= cn(e,^-1)nC(X: C).
Note that the last expression is of the monomial form of (eiX-1) times C.
4. Stationary process with independent values at every point This section is devoted to the study of the general theory for a certain class of stationary processes with independent values at every point. Let P = (E*,,, {T,}) be a stationary process, where T is a set of real numbers and E is the function space S in the sense of L. Schwartz, and let its characteristic function be given by C(t) = exp f a(t(t)) dt, Obviously, P satisfies (2.27); that is, it is a stationiary process with independent values at every point.
For the moment let us turn our attention from the flow {U,, t real, to the direct sum decomposition of 5r = 5(8, C) mentioned in section 1. Define
Note that C(t -q) = E_0 kpQ, i?). We then prove the following lemma using the fact that ax(x -y) is conditionally positive definite (cf. Gelfand 
f| a((gt)(t) -(yi7)(t)) dt -f a((gi)(t)) dt -f_ a(-(q'q) (t)) (It = f| a(y( -7 ) (t)) dl -f a((yt) (t)) (It -f a(-(y7) (t)) (it = K1(t, n),
sinice every g E G(P) keeps the initegral f'x a(t(t)) dt inivarianit. 
iiamely the l)articular case whhere a(x) = -'12 in the formula (4.1). The second assertion is easily verified using (5.5) and (5.9).
Take a complete orthonormal system {t;J°=j in L2(R1) such that all the ,'s belong to 8 (cf. assumption 2.1).
COROLLARY 5.1 (M. G. Krein [9] q_-exists if (, tenids to xii in L2(1?') as (J -* x. We denote the above limit by (.r, xi,).
We are nlow iii a P)ositioll to definie the multiple Wieiier initegral of K. The map I, cani be extenided to a bounided linlear operator froiii L2(RP) to L2, which will be denoted by the samiie symibol I,. The integrial Ip(x; F) is called the m'iltiple lWiener integral. It is essentially the same as that of K. 1to except. that we cani consider comiplex L2(IR,) funietionts as iiitegranids. Suelh a relationt can l)e extenided to the case of genieral F. S. Kakutanii [7] also gave a direct sumNl decomposition of L2 usinig the addition formula for Hermite l)olynlomials. It is kntownv-that Kaklutanii's decomposition is the same as that obtainied by usinig multiple Wienier integrals. Conlversely, this additioni formula cani be illustrated by using the decomposition of F. T'Ihis was showni by N. K6no (private comlimuniication) in the followving way.
Let 1, 11, anid 12 be finite initervals such that I = 11 + I2; theti (5.37)
Noting that Indeed, (5.45) is the addition formula obtained by S. Kakutani [7] .
-7le us further note that N. Kono has showii that (5.45) can also be proved by using the Gauss transform defined by 
E L2mK
This operation becomes simpler when it is considered in 5. We shall use the same symbol o to express the corresponding operation, namely,
Recalling that the Yn appearing in Wiener's direct sum decomposition of aY is T(L(n) we have the following proposition. 
Poisson white noise
In this section we shall deal with Poisson white noise, which is another typical stationary process with independent values at every point. Our goal is to find the explicit expressions for 5, !p, and 5, and also to look for relations between the multiple Wiener integrals and the Charier polynomials. Since Poisson white noise enjoys many properties similar to those of Gaussian white noise, we shall sometimes skip the detailed proofs except wheni there is ani interesting difference from Gaussian case.
The characteristic functional of Poisson white noise P is given by {T,}M,_ 1 is dense in L2(RP), and also note that the fact that (6.6) fI** J E akP(k(tl))
..
*P(tk(t1))xTl(t1) We can therefore p)rove that L2(RP) is dense ini L2(RP).
The direct product decomposition of a and L2 is the same as in section 5.
For aniy finite l)artition {Ij}j% of T, (6 M*(Q; I X J) = Jf fJ P( (t)u)u dv(t, u), (7.11) M(x;I X J) = l-1(M*(.;I X J)C(.)).
M(x; -) can be considered as a random measure as in K. Ito ([6] , section 3) and using it, we can define the multiple Wiener integral Ip(F). Let us denote it by Mp(x; F). Then, for every F E L2(Dp, mp) we can easily prove that (7.12) T-1(Mp( .; F)C(*)) = Mp(x; F).
Rather than discuss the group G(P) in detail, we shall just give a simple example.
EXAMPLE. Consider the case where (7.13) a(x) = xIj, 0 < 0 < 2. This corresponds to the symmetric stable distribution with exponent 0. A transformation g on E belongs to G(P), that is, (7.14) C(gW) = C(), E if and only if (7.15) f (gt)(t)j6 dt = | lt(t)I9 dt.
Then g, (7.16) (g0)(t) = cW(c9t), c > 0, is an example satisfying (7.15).
ANALYSIS ON HILBERT SPACE 141 7.2. A sequence of independent random variables. Consider a stationary process P = (E*, A, {Tt}) with independent values at every point, where E = S = = {k}t _ ; {k real) is the space of rapidly decreasing sequences and T is the additive group of integers. A system of independent identically distributed random variables arises in the following way. Take a sequence {n}n--x of sequences, (7.17) n= {}k nX E k =a Since the {^'s have disjoint supports, the (x, ,n)-X.(x), -oo < n < o, are mutually independent.
Further, we have We can now form the Hilbert space 5 = a(s, C) with reproducing kernel C given by (7.20) . The direct product decomposition and the direct sum decomposition of f can be done in section 4. We would like to mention two particular cases of stationary processes with Bernoulli automorphisms.
(a) The Gaussian case. Let P = (s*, A, {T,}) be the stationary process with a Bernoulli automorphism. Suppose that the characteristic functional of P is given by (7.21) C(t) = exp {-211j112}, t £ where kljj2 = ,t--(tk)2. In this case, the subspace 5, of 5(s, C) turns out to be the following: where Q. is the function defined by (3.12) . Note that the Qn's form a complete orthonormal system in L2(S1, dv(x, 1)) (for notation, see (3.9)). We can also prove that Although the expressioni of f(.) in (7.29) is (quite differenit from that in (7.22), we still have the same formula for the inniierI)roduct, that is, (7.25).
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